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Abstract
Wireless Communication is widely used in industries. Automobile industry is major user of this technology
where it is used for various IT applications and Production management systems. But realtime applications such as
communication of PLC systems for control of machines and monorail systems become more critical. Seamless
wireless system communication is vital to avoid loss of production as well as ensure safety at workplaces.
ProblemElectro monorail system is installed at Vehicle Assembly line to transfer frames from one conveyor to
another conveyor. The sytem has PLC base automation system with PLC at main control station and at all trolleys
transferring frame assembly by moving in the loop. These PLC communicate each other on Wireless system for
transferring positions of trolleys in the loop to main control station and exchange of control signals for managing
various functions of system.
This system had cronic problem of communication interruption, This was resulting in stoppage of complete
system. Production of complete line was getting affectged. Manual recovery of the system was required to restart the
operation of line. Average 30 incidences were observed in shift resulting in downtime of line by 20 to 25 minutes.
Assessment of the problem –
The Problem was chronic and repetitive nature.Regular maintenance activities had no effect on occurances of
the problem. It was causing loss of production. No specific reasons were known to resolve the problem,
Structured Problem Solving techniques werw used earlier to resolve various critical quality problems. Hence,
it was decided to use these techniques to resolve this problem along with technical expertise.
Intervention –
Team of Electronics expert, Maintenance engineers and consultants formed.
Goal set for “reduction of number of incidences of communication interruption from average 30 numbers to less
than 3 numbers “.
DMAIC methodology implemented . Brainstorming sessions in team done as well as ultiple sessions with technical
experts were conducted to ivolve probable causes.
Various Statistical methods used to validate probable causes. Optimum setting levels of various inter related system
parameters obtained by conducting full factorial DOE.
ConclusionStructured Problem Solving techniques helped to arrive correct conclusion about validation of various causes
based on factual data.These techniques channelized technical expertise and knowledge more effectively for
identifying efficient methods and optimization of interactive parameters.
Number of incidences of communication interruption are reduced from 30 to 4.
This also helped to standerdise use of Wireless Technology on shop floor by formulating Guidelines document.
This project emphasised that use of Structured Problem Solving techniques in Maintenance function can be done
for resolving cronic problems of machines and equipments with complex latest technology.
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